
 

 

Lab 1 / Modules 01-07 - Basic Operations and the File System 
If you are doing the lab online (with access to TOP and a NonStop server) perform all the tasks listed here in order using TOP at 
your workstation. Use the space provided for your own notes. 

If you are doing the lab offline (without access to TOP or a NonStop server) discuss and write down your answers to as many 
questions as you can. 

For each task also consider how you would perform the task from TACL after logging on to a NonStop server by using TOP's 6530 
terminal emulator. Which method (TOP or TACL) is easier? 

 

Before You Start 
1 Check that TOP is installed on your workstation. 

                                                                                     

2 Check that you know (or know how to find out) the following information for the local NonStop server: 

The host TCP/IP address. 

                                                                                     

The MIP port number. 

                                                                                     

Your user ID. 

                                                                                     

Your password. 

                                                                                     

The location and name of your own subvolume on the local NonStop server. 

                                                                                     

3 Check that you know (or know how to find out) the following information for any connected and available remote NonStop 
servers: 

The MIP name. 

                                                                                     

Your user ID. 

                                                                                     

Your password. 

                                                                                     

Getting Started 
4 Start TOP. What dialog box is displayed? 

                                                                                     

5 If necessary on your workstation, configure TOP to connect to the local NonStop server. What dialog box do you use? 

                                                                                     

6 Log on to the local NonStop server from TOP. What does TOP display if you successfully (or unsuccessfully ) log on? 

                                                                                     

                                                                                     

7 Log on to any connected and available remote NonStop servers from TOP. If you cannot log on, find out why and how this can 
be corrected. 

                                                                                     

                                                                                     



 

 

The Main Window and Getting Help 
8 Take a moment to look at TOP's main window, making sure you understand the various areas. 

                                                                                     

9 Click the ? in the toolbar. What happens?  (As you work through this lab, click the ? occasionally to display the context-
sensitive help.) 

                                                                                     

10 Take a moment to browse around TOP help, noting the different types of available information. (Help is available from the Help 
menu and from dialog boxes.) 

                                                                                     

All Nodes and Nodes 
11 How many nodes can you see on the main window? 

                                                                                     

What are their names? 

                                                                                     

What are their states and how do you know? 

                                                                                     

12 If a node appears to be available, open its hierarchy and some system component hierarchies. What happens? Why? 

                                                                                     

Can you log on to that node? If so, log on now. 

                                                                                     

13 If a node appears to be unavailable, open its hierarchy and some system component hierarchies. What happens? Why? 

                                                                                     

Can you log on to that node? If so, log on now. 

                                                                                     

14 Display All Nodes details view. 

For each node, record the following information: 

Name State #CPUs Up CPUs OS Version SysNum SYSnn Serial Logon MIP Ver IP Host IP Addr 
            
            
            
            
            
            
            
            
            
            

15 Click a node and change the display to graphic view. 

What graph is displayed? What does the graph show (after it has initialized)? 

                                                                                     

Right-click the graph. What other graphs are available? What do these graphs show? 

                                                                                     

                                                                                     

                                                                                     



 

 

Change some of the global and node Graph Options (colour, 2D or 3D display, label font, and so on). How do the global and 
node Options differ? 

                                                                                     

                                                                                     

                                                                                     

Menus and toolbars 
16 Experiment using the menus and toolbar to change the appearance of the main window to display graphics, large icons, small 

icons, and a list. How do the displays differ? 

                                                                                     

Wave the mouse over the graphics. Do you see any tooltips? 

                                                                                     

Right-click the graphics? Is anything displayed? 

                                                                                     

System Components 
17 Using the left navigation pane, double-click a few nodes to open the hierarchy and display the available system components 

(Comms, CPUs, EMS, and so on). 

Are there any differences in the system components available on the nodes? 

                                                                                     

What system components are available on every node? Why? 

                                                                                     

                                                                                     

                                                                                     

 What system components are not available on every node? Why not? 

                                                                                     

                                                                                     

                                                                                     

Volumes 
18 Display Volumes details on a node. 

Do any volumes have mirrored disks? How do you know? 

                                                                                     

If so, what are the names of the volumes and why do you think these volumes have mirrored disks? 

                                                                                     

Which is the largest volume? 

                                                                                     

Which volume has the most free space? 

                                                                                     

Which volume has the least free space? 

                                                                                     

Subvolumes 
19 Display the files in your own subvolume. 

How many files are displayed? 



 

 

                                                                                     

How many files are open? How do you know? 

                                                                                     

How many files are edit files? How do you know? 

                                                                                     

Who is the owner of the files (or the majority of files)? How can you find out as quickly as possible? 

                                                                                     

What security settings are used for the files? What do the security settings mean? 

                                                                                     

                                                                                     

How many file types are there? (Hint: The file code identifies file type.) 

                                                                                     

What do the file codes mean? 

                                                                                     

Are there any file type(s) that do not have a description? Why? 

                                                                                     

Files 
20 Change the file display in your subvolume. 

Change the order of the columns to move the most relevant columns to the left of the display. 

Resize some columns. 

Automatically restore the default column display. 

                                                                                     

                                                                                     

21 Create four new (empty) files in your subvolume. 

Name Type Code Extents (P,S,M) Owner Security Unstr EntryS KeyS Edit 

TOPUS1 Unstructured 0  You CUCU Yes    

TOPES1 Entry Sequenced 0  You CUCU  Yes   

TOPKS1 Key Sequenced 0  You CUCU   Yes  

TOPED1 Edit 101 6,6,900 You CUCU    Yes 

22 Display the properties of each file. 

For each file, what additional properties are displayed? 

                                                                                     

                                                                                     

                                                                                     

                                                                                     

23 Open TOPED1 and use TOP's text editor to add this sentence to the file: 

THE QUICK BROWN FOX JUMPS OVER THE LAZY DOG 

Exit from the text editor. 

Display the properties of the file. 

What properties of the file have changed? 

                                                                                     



 

 

                                                                                     

                                                                                     

24 Create a new file like TOPED1, calling it TOPED2. (Hint  Right-click TOPED1, and then drag it to your own subvolume name 
in the left hierarchy to display the context-sensitive pop-up menu with the Create Like Here command.) 

Open TOPED2 and use the text editor to add some text of your own choice to the file. 

Exit from the text editor. 

Display the properties of the file. 

How does TOPED2 differ from TOPED1? 

                                                                                     

                                                                                     

                                                                                     

25 Transfer some files from the workstation to the NonStop server. 

Use drag-and-drop. 

Use copy and paste. 

Use file selection and the Transfer dialog box. 

What differences do you notice among the transfer methods? 

                                                                                     

                                                                                     

                                                                                     

26 Transfer some files from the NonStop server to the workstation. 

Use drag-and-drop. 

Use copy and paste. 

Use file selection and the Transfer dialog box. 

What differences do you notice among the transfer methods? 

                                                                                     

                                                                                     

                                                                                     

27 Find files that match these criteria. 

Search Named Node Volume Subvolume Date 
Modified 

With 
File 
Code 

Owned By EOF Authority 

1 TACLCSTM Current 
node 

All 
Volumes 

All 
Subvolumes 

During 
previous 7 
days 

Any 
file 
code 

Any user Any 
size 

Any 
authority 

2 A* Current 
node 

$SYSTEM SYSTEM During 
previous 1 
month 

101 SUPER.SUPER Any 
size 

Any 
authority 

3 * Current 
node 

$SYSTEM SYSTEM All files Any 
file 
code 

Any user Any 
size 

Licensed 

28 Which search is the fastest? Slowest? Why? 

                                                                                     

                                                                                     

                                                                                     

29 Do other searches of your own choice. 



 

 

Backing Up Files 
Note  You will not perform a backup during this lab, simply become familiar with the process of using TOP to organize a backup. 

30 Right-click a node and begin to organize a backup. 

Are any files displayed in the Files (backup) list? Why not? 

                                                                                     

Favorites, Toolbar, and Location Bar 
31 Create a favorite to your subvolume. 

Create additional favorites to locations of your own choice. 

Use the favorites to move around the System Explorer. 

32 Use the Back, Forward, and Up toolbar buttons to move around the System Explorer to locations of your own choice. 

33 Use the Location bar to move around the System Explorer to locations of your own choice. 

6530 Terminal Emulator 
34 Start the Terminal Emulator to explore the local NonStop server. 

                                                                                     

35 Start a TACL (if a TACL does not start automatically) and log on to the NonStop server. 

                                                                                     

36 Display the status line (if not already displayed). 

                                                                                     

37 Display the toolbars (if not already displayed). 

                                                                                     

38 Maximize the window. How does the display change. 

                                                                                     

                                                                                     

                                                                                     

39 Explore the NonStop server using TACL commands and command interpreters of your own choice. For example: 

WHO 

FUP FILES 

FUP FILENAMES 

FUP INFO 

FUP VOLS 

STATUS *,USER,DETAIL 

What is the difference between the information displayed by using a command interpreter from TACL and by using TOP? 

                                                                                     

                                                                                     

                                                                                     

40 Exit from the Terminal Emulator. 

Log off 
41 Log off from TOP and the local NonStop server. 


